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In reply to another SS thar asked if "one superior individual one in a billionth" from another race,
should be allowed to Race mix with another Race.
Observed from all standings, this is wrong. The reason why is that exactly these superior individuals, NEED to stay within their own Racial group, and make it better and elevate it, not try to use
this as a pass to mix heavily, supposedly over the basis of superiority. This most probably ensures
that both individuals get lost again and there is again no advancement.
If you really loved the person of another Race, however your emotions, you would love them
enough to let them go and procreate more of the exact thing you loved. Not actually breed them out
of existence, merely of the will of your willy. This is where the self and muh feels and fake ass judeo individuality, gives in for what is great and beautiful for everyone.
This is selfish, and is a blueprint for global genocide. People who Race mix are actually endorsing
the jewish plan and procuring global genocide. But the Goyim as the enemy says, are animals. They
do not think. They just act like animals and are dominated by what is animal. Or lower than animals, since animals do not race mix. All this builds upon the pattern of xianity.
If you like a particular breed of dogs, you do not breed them out of existence.
Many mixed people want to turn against Race mixing because they experience it to be an issue.
This should say a lot of stuff to people who subject other souls into this suffering. Most people,
even the victims thereof, do not like this.
But well its mostly muh feels, muh dick and muh vagina for a few people. Its the same materialist,
animalistic, stupid person that destroyed Rome, Egypt, Greece, Sumer, Babylon, Persian Empire.
The same old materialist and comrade of the jew. These self hating individuals were also the first to
join the rank of xianity. Of course in the midst of time, the enemy like a good cattle owner, made sure to breed these people in hopes the normal people would go extinct from the planet.
The enemy sees Humanity like a breeder, for Humanity is a cattle. The new hybrid they want is a
docile worker, that works for 15 hours a day, has a debilitated IQ, is rootless, doesn't know where
they stem from, has no culture, cannot find anything mutual to connect with others in hard biology.
Easy animals for control. Pure races tend to be more intelligent and also on a racial basis, the jew
can be found and discovered. Without one, their reign will be undisputed and eternal.
The act of Race mixing is an act of very serious, and deep seated down, self hatred. It is past the
point where you hate yourself so much subconsciously, that you no longer want to see ANY being
resembling you anymore. All sensible and healthy people want their kids to look like them. Its also
an act of deep seated hatred and revenge, so against one's self, same as the Race you mix with. Inferior or superior, it doesn't matter. On the deeper end, Race mixing is pure hatred. The fact that "love
can exist" doesn't matter to me more than how much a psychopathic murderer can love their victims. According to them, its love.

When you are inferior internally, xianity teaches to destroy what is superior. Rather than catch up
and advance, because in xianity there is no advancement and everything is set in stone. So many
people have the innate self destructive need through xianity to do this, so it agrees with them. For
those who are superior, you rob them the chance to actually make their Race better. Its merely that
you turn to the whole chain of your ancestors, and you literally kill all of them in a single moment.
They will no longer exist. Its a great act of murder, which also shows great self hatred on the behalf
of an individual. People who are Mixed have a chance to revert this mistake of their parents and get
things in order again.
Jews are the only people in the planet who have absolutely nothing to offer and no reason to exist.
All others do indeed do. Why give up a Divine purpose and follow the road of the deranged excrements? Many people think this is fun and good for their survival, and when they get down this route
and find themselves destroyed, nobody wants them anymore. Its merely because these people are
stupid. Nobody likes stupid, self hating people.
People who race mix aren't mentally strong people, but mostly debilitated and insecure. Its like these overweight people who want to be placated that everything is OK. Then they get their first heart
attack and understand that it wasn't OK to do "wtf I want" and eat "wtf I wanna bcz I wanna". But
after their first heart attack its too late anyway. Race mixing is worse than throwing yourself at the
lions. Nobody benefits from Race mixing. Race mixing is for the herd at this point, and as our other
Comrade said, the peasantry. Basically, not the peasantry at all. Peasants are more racially aware,
more than most.
Race mixing is the literal action of totally admitting you are not special, you have no purpose, hate
yourself and want to eradicate yourself out of existence. Also, its the affirmative that one is literally,
too weak to stand to social pressure, or media pressure, or anything else. Its a major sign of weakness. The people that destroy everything great are those with this inherent hatred and weakness.
The real slaves of judaism and the maybe-not-jew-blooded mental cousins of the jews.
In the end of the day people are "free" to be enslaved and even self destruct nowadays. Nobody
keeps them. I write for people who complain over muh feels and how the JoS or society are so forceful, or people who want to sustain reality and diverse existence in nature. In the end if someone
wants to fence hop between this Agenda and the enemy, they ought either de program themselves
from the enemy filth, or just quit the criticism all together. We are not supposed to listen to people
who want to genocide humanity over their genitilia.
In Satanism the question is, are you in for the Eternal, and Truthful, or transient? How much one
aligns is another bussiness. Alignment with Truth ultimately leads to eternal life and immrotality,
healthy and sane mind, power, elevation. One is expected to take their time in order to align, and
follow their nature, but followin the corrupt dictates of judaism is intolerable.
Xianity is the manifested belief that everything is stangant, set in stone, "fate", and that nobody,including you, is worth anything at all. Where none is worthy of anything, all can be equals and want
to be equals. Also, inferior and weak people want to be equals. Why? Not because they want to be
equals, but because equality with their superiors would make them superior as well or so they think.
The egalitarianism and all equalism of xianity, plus the materialism it generates, create the very certain being that wants to engage in Race Mixing, as they have all the factors that could make them
do such a natural crime. It creates a mindless, self hating, unstudied and animalistic being. They
create the same weak minded individual who after a point becomes so self and world hating, that
they literally would make Nature's existence perish only because they themselves feel bad. (For fol-

lowing jews).
First people feel unworthy as fuck, now the jew makes them feel worthy of anything, despite of nature, laws and boundaries. Always lies and unnatural exaggerations that destroy the human mind.
Only to lead them to a state where nothing will be of worth anymore. And as thus they will be unworthy again, same as before. This is a recipe of Abrahamism.
Now for the brains who cannot but succumb to social brainwashing, xianity, bible and communism,
and think Youtube or jewish feminism is real life...I don't think anyone needs these people around
anyway. Except of the jews. Its like these people are so fucked up mentally, who know the Truth
and go ahead anyway, that even the enemy which advocates and pushes them to this action, considers them excrement and wants nothing with them.
One last spiritual note. Races are refined seeds. Seeds are mostly very alike, but when they become
trees is when the capability shows up. Then this recurs and trees become better. A lemon tree
doesn't have to be crossed with a tomato, just to say we did it. In this way, both the tomato and the
lemon brcome useless, let alone its impossible or if possible there are serious implications. When
the tree grows and becomes one intresting tree, this is where things start to matter. On the level of
nothingness, things are all alike. The multitude of Races who are different does in fact show that
Humanity is advancing, because these blueprints of nature advance.
The disappearance thereof degenerates humanity to a point billions of years back in time, to times
where differences hadn't really developed. Race mixing mixes everything again to this point down
the timeline. Degenerating humanity and destroying all that Humanity and nature has labored to
create. Merely for jewish interest.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply 2:
Now, whatever one picks to do, you must be the best at it, for many reasons. Everything has to be in
the range of what is rational, plus your dreams and your gut. If you lose this balance its fairly easy
to drop off. Put an aim and work for this, aim whatever aim it is. Don't deviate from it. And try to
make up your mind soon, before circumstances force you to do so.
So years ago I knew a Satanist. He dropped out of school, saying that the Gods would teach him
eventually. He did meditate, but nowhere close enough to even approach this level. And he was running out of time as shortly he would become an adult. He also didn't have any "family backup".
This was of course coupled with other serious delusions, like, things would happen on their own for
him because he was someone so important in a past life...Yea, right...You are...Everyone is...Somebody. We are filled with people who are sick by the sickness of stupid entitlement (thinking magick
is going to sort out their entitlement issues and get them the mansions and planets they always were
SUPPOSED to have, because they were born awesome), but we aren't filled by cutthroat people
who have balls and get out there and get what they want. These are the people we need.
Well, turns out, reality doesn't really give quite the fuck on how entitled these people feel or trying
to convince others they are. So he basically went impoverished and almost died in the process, let
alone other things. Then he went on and blamed Satan for it, who has warned him every edge of the
way. Obviously when he realized it wasn't Satan's mistake, this changed. This, he put up and he said
it was "enemy influence" and that "he knew completely what he should do". He never, not even ON-

CE, blamed HIMSELF. Words, logical advice and the whole world, didn't mean nothing for this
guy. He knew better. Given he knew so much better, the Gods after YEARS of EVERYDAY warning him in ALL possible ways, had to let it on the hands of fortune to set the guy straight. So when
his Saturn came in, there was the damage all over the place. His opinion and his pseudophilosophies
couldn't save them anymore. He had shortly turned to a reverse xian, that blames the devil for their
drinking problem. The xian mentality was still strong in this person, eventhough of their claims. It
guided their whole life into disaster.
Being an idiot, blurring the lines of reality, blowing one's life up and the rest of the loser attitudes,
are not a part of Satanism in anyway, shape or form. Also, the Gods aren't wish granting machines
or extensions of one's stupidity. Neither they have to pay the price for people's naivety and mistakes. The fact that the Gods have our backs, doens't mean they will pay the price for all of your mistakes. This is christianity, where its the bullshit about how jesus lumped from a cliff and angels saved him. Its the same book where the earth is flat and 6000 years old. And where God is a male without a woman because they suck. So you know its just jews, jewing. Also, its not harry potter, where you move your wand and shit happens on its own in your life.
Jews lie to you. The reality? If you jump from a high cliff, you will either wind up disabled or dead.
How they Gods would protect you? By telling you over and over again to stay away from the cliff
and in distancing yourself from it. Now if you want to jump to prove your Harry Potter convictions
right, I guess you deserve the fate of this american kid that jumped from a skyscraper, thinking they
were superman, on a meth high or something. Turned out, reality didn't have the same opinion about
them being superman. And they died.
Like the Gods have to fill in for anyone's wishful thinking and dreamland. He stopped attenting to
school in the early grades. As such, his life went downhill and then he found himself an adult with
absolutely nothing to do, in a country that didn't provide anything for him. So guess what, shit just
became even worse. The Gods are serious. They help, they assist, they guide. If you though pull a
suicide move, don't expect passive aggressively to be saved, because chances are this attention whoring towards them, or outright stupidity on your behalf, is not a price they are obligated to pay.
Don't try to overly exploit their eternal love for humanity and their never endindg support.
I tell all of you this because I care for you...You must seek deeper in power than frail convictions.
Power comes from Truth, knowledge, power and understanding, all of which aren't merely empty
concepts, neither imagiantive hallucinative crap. It's right here and right now.
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